Environmental Conservation/Studies “focus area” (with potential courses listed)

**Urban Stewardship**

- ARCH-DES 520 Building Physics I
- ENVIRDES 140 Awareness of the Visual Envir.
- ENVIRDES 205 Dynamics Human Habitation
- ENVIRDES 335 Plants in Landscape
- ENVIRDES 574 City Planning
- ENVIRSCI 197E Plants & Society
- ENVIRSCI 342 Pest, Env & Public Policy
- ENVIRSCI 397B Plants & Env
- ENVIRSCI 452 Haz Material OSHA
- GEO-SCI 360 Economic Geography
- GEO-SCI 362 Land Use & Society
- GEO-SCI 370 Urban Geography
- GEO-SCI 372 Urban Issues
- GEO-SCI 420 Political Ecology
- GEO-SCI 530 Population & Envrmnt
- GEO-SCI 594V Rivers as Regions
- GEO-SCI 597K ST-Conservation Geography
- HISTORY 383 American Env History
- HT-MGT 230 Introduction to Travel and Tourism
- LEGAL 397N Law & Public Policy
- LEGAL 497D ST-Envrmtl & Pub Pol Dspte Res
- LEGAL 497N Env Justice
- NRC 305 Commercial Arboriculture
- NRC 310 Community Forest Management
- NRC 332 Principles of Arboriculture
- NRC 597WR Water Resources Management & Policy
- NRC 597R Watershed Science and Management
- NRC 597T Adv. Human Dimensions
- NRC 597U Urban Natural Resource Management
- PLNTSOIL 555 Urban Env & Plant Growth
- REGIONPL 553 Resource Policy & Planning
- REGIONPL 577 Urban Policies
- REGIONPL 591B Sustainable Cities

Also consider a Minor in Sociology:

http://www.umass.edu/sociol/undergraduate/minor/index.html